PROTECTING THE WORLD’S

ENDANGERED
SPECIES
THROUGH THE BEAUTY OF ART

NGO

BIODIVERSITY PROVIDES
THE NATURAL BEAUTY
THAT FEEDS THE
HUMAN SOUL.

Climate change is destroying our Planet and
the biodiversity essential to life. If we restore
the climate but lose biodiversity, we’ve failed.
ENDANGERED is an Inspirational campaign
focused on harnessing the power of fine art to
help protect and support the world’s most
endangered species.

Taos-based fine artist Kimberly Webber is collaborating with entrepreneur, philanthropist
and Conscious Leadership scholar Tom Eddington to bring attention and to generate funds
to save our endangered brethren through the sale of Dedicated Editions of fine art prints.
Partnering with some of most high-profile global charities, the campaign features the
work of Kimberly Webber and other global artists, who have painted many of the majestic
endangered species including lions, rhinos, tigers and jaguars. The collection includes
original paintings and the 18 exclusive archival museum prints, that will tour as an
exhibition to partner galleries around the world. The Dedicated Editions are
available as a box set, as well as individual prints.
The ENDANGERED campaign partner galleries and NGOs will sell the art via
special events, online through the support of sponsors and promotional
campaign partners. ENDANGERED raises essential funding for
partner charities committed to protecting endangered species.

70% OF THE SALE PRICE OF THE DEDICATED
EDITIONS WILL GO DIRECTLY TO THE
PARTNER CHARITIES COMMITTED TO
PROTECTING ENDANGERED SPECIES

ENDANGERED
IS A CAMPAIGN
TO SAVE LIVES.

We must honor, protect, and have reverence for nature’s
works of art and do all that we can to eliminate the
threat of extinction and to ensure the thriving of all life.

For more than 20 years Webber has painted images of animals and archetypal
figures and donated a percentage of her proceeds to a wide variety of charities
protecting animals, forests and wild habitats.
With the Amazon burning and the Endangered Species Act at risk in the United
States, Webber and Eddington have created an approach to protect biodiversity.
The campaign received momentum with the opening of Untitled Editions a
fine art gallery, in Taos, New Mexico featuring Limited Edition prints. The
ENDANGERED campaign, in partnership with prominent NGOs and art
galleries around the world, will raise awareness and money for endangered
species by utilizing entire editions dedicated to survival and regeneration. The
ENDANGERED exhibition and tour begins in early 2020 at the LA Art Show,
February 5th-9th at the Los Angeles Convention Center. Additional funds will
be raised via a special edition line of greeting cards, calendars and other
items, all of which will feature the fine art images.
Eddington, a business advisor and leadership coach who has handled
some of the largest mergers in the world including Hewlett-Packard and
Compaq, says “We must honor, protect, and have reverence for nature’s art
and do all that we can to eliminate the threat of extinction. Our global
collective is working together for this cause of profound importance.
The blend of Galleries, business, non profits and art can inspire humanity
and result in a breakthrough with a clear message of hope and beauty
to help turn the tide for all life.”

SURVIVAL IS A
MEDITATION.
IF WE FOCUS
TOGETHER,
WE CHANGE.

Our mission is to awaken public awareness.
It is a meditation of survival and regeneration.
This begins within ourselves.

As artists we have produced images of these animals that
become the currency for their survival.
By bringing awareness to this imminent threat to the animals and
humanity, our group consciousness connects and expands.
We are committed to a planet that protects and supports all species
while providing beautiful art that honors and provides for them.

For more information on how you can help honor
and protect endangered species contact:
Tom Eddington
Untitled Editions
125 Kit Carson Road, Taos, NM87571
gallery@untitled-editions.com
575.758.4058
www.untitled-editions.com

KIMBERLY WEBBER PAINTINGS
ISITVA

VASITVA

www.panthera.org Panthera’s
Tigers Forever program is working
at key sites across Asia to increase
tiger numbers by at least 50%
over a ten-year period. Of all the
big cats, the tiger is the largest—
and the closest to extinction. As
recently as 100 years ago, there
were as many as 100,000 wild tigers
living in Asia. Today, about 3,900
remain in the wild.

www.wcs.org WCS’s goal is to
conserve the world’s largest wild
places in 16 priority regions, home
to more than 50% of the world’s
biodiversity.

THE EDGE

PANTHERA,
TO OTHER SKIES

www.cheetah.org founded in
Namibia in 1990, Cheetah
Conservation Fund (CCF) is the
global leader in research and
conservation of cheetahs. CCF is
dedicated to saving the cheetah
in the wild.

www.acateamazon.org Acaté brings
much needed support to the
struggling indigenous people of
the Peruvian Amazon. Increasingly
pressured and threatened by
extraction industries such as
petroleum, timber, and biopiracy,
our organization seeks to provide
regenerative alternatives to these
damaging industries.

KIMBERLY WEBBER PAINTINGS
IMMANENCE

INVOCATION

www.treesisters.org Women As a
Force of Nature, On Behalf of
Nature. Imagine a reforestation
revolution ignited by the shared
courage of a global network of
millions of women. We aim to
help reforest the tropics within ten
years by calling forth the unique
gifts, generosity and leadership of
women everywhere and focusing it
towards that goal.

www.giraffeconservation.org
GCF is dedicated to a sustainable
future for all giraffe populations in
the wild. GCF’s objective is to raise
awareness and support towards
securing a future for the giraffe
and the conservation of their
habitat in Africa.

SUMMONING POWERS

RETURN OF THE SNOW LEOPARD
www.snowleopard.org The Snow Leopard Trust aims to better
understand the endangered snow leopard, and to protect the
cat in partnership with the communities that share its habitat.

www.worldwildlife.org/species/
arctic-wolf WWF works with
governments, businesses, and
communities across the Arctic
to combat the threats to the
region and to preserve its rich
biodiversity, including the
presence of the Arctic wolf.

KIMBERLY WEBBER PAINTINGS
JAGUAR OF THE
MALINALCO
www.pachamama.org With roots
deep in the Amazon rainforest,
our programs integrate indigenous
wisdom with modern knowledge
to support personal, and
collective, transformation that
is the catalyst to bringing forth
an environmentally sustainable,
spiritually fulfilling, socially just
human presence on this planet.

ATLANTIS
www.missionblue.org Mission
Blue inspires action to explore
and protect the ocean. Led by
legendary oceanographer
Dr. Sylvia Earle, Mission Blue is
uniting a global coalition to
inspire an upwelling of public
awareness, access and support for
a worldwide network of marine
protected areas.

EDEN

OCEAN’S CALL
www.blueventures.org works in places where the ocean is
vital to local cultures and economies and is committed to
protecting marine biodiversity.
www.nrdc.org has been fighting to curb the dangerous
sonic blasting fossil fuel survey method, especially in areas
where endangered species are at risk.

www.livemonarch.com offers
education, involvement, assistance
and acknowledgment of persons
directly acting to benefit the
Monarch Butterfly.
www.journeynorth.org/monarchs
tracks and monitors the migration
of monarch butterflies for research
and preservation purposes.

KIMBERLY WEBBER PAINTINGS
NEW LIONESS PAINTING
www.mongabay.org aims to raise awareness about social and environmental issues related to forests and other
ecosystems through our environmental news reporting and analysis as well as environmental education materials.

NEW TIGER PAINTING
www.tiger.org.au The International Tiger Project (ITP) is a not-for-profit project for tiger conservation, rainforest
protection and local community partnerships, in order to protect and save the entire ecosystem and biodiversity of
habitats shared by tigers.

NEW BLACK PANTHER PAINTING
www.black-jaguar.org The Black Jaguar Foundation pursues one clear objective: planting indigenous trees on a massive
scale to help realize the Araguaia Biodiversity Corridor in order to improve the lives of each of us and of all future
generations.

NEW SNOW LEOPARD PAINTING
www.worldwildlife.org/species/snow-leopard monitors and protects snow leopards in 12 countries—including
China, Bhutan, Nepal, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Russia, and Mongolia.

NEW RHINO PAINTING
www.helpingrhinos.org/black-mambas The Black Mambas are South Africa’s first all-female anti-poaching unit.
They are 36 young African women who patrol 50,000 hectares of the Balule Nature Reserve, part of the Greater
Kruger National Park, protecting Rhinos from poaching.

